110   THE MODERN STYLE
Modern architecture is expressive of life today. The architect
interprets the social and economic structure of his time as a basis
for his work. Through its design Modern architecture proclaims
its own purpose and spirit as well as its own engineering and ma-
terials. Integration of art, science, and life is its aim.
Rightness of Modern architectural form derives from the archi-
tects' success in achieving the right space organization, right func-
tioning, right materials, and right techniques. In making their
decisions architects are guided, but not dominated, by the neces-
sities of their problems. Their individual interpretations prevent
the Modern style from becoming stereotyped.
That function determines form is the basic principle of Modern
architecture. A bank should look like a bank, not like a Greek
temple. Analysis of function is the scientific and also the common-
sense approach to Modern building design.
Materials that have helped to shape Modern architecture are steel,
concrete, and glass. Whereas previously walls had to be strong
enough to uphold the roof and the upper floors, now a steel skeleton
alone can carry the weight of the building and the walls can be
merely glass, to provide shelter. This permits freedom and light-
ness in building. The new metals, compositions, and plastics are
also important in Modern construction. Modern building utilizes
materials simply and honestly in accordance with their natures,
never imitating other materials.
Standardization of manufactured parts is an important element
in Modern building. The National Bureau of Standards has helped
to standardize sizes. Plumbing, windows, doors, pre-cut lumber,
bricks, and other materials are planned to fit the same dimensions,
which are known as a unit of modular design.
Engineering techniques have predetermined many aspects of
Modern building. Frank and direct construction are guiding prin-
ciples. Technologies change with hew methods and new materials.
Continuous progress is the essence of Modern architecture,
Standardization of building codes throughout the nation is an
objective of extreme importance. Antiquated laws in many states
prevent construction by Modern methods.
A new conception of space is a factor in planning Modem build-
ings. Spatial organization and continuity are important objectives
in Modem dwellings as well as in large buildings,

